Recently, S. MardeSiC and L.R. Rubin have defined approximate inverse systems of compacta. In these systems the bonding maps commute only up to certain controlled values. In this paper it is shown that such systems are stable in the sense that small perturbations of bonding maps yield again an approximate system and do not affect the limit space. In particular, an inverse system of near homeomorphisms can be replaced by an approximate inverse system of homeomorphisms having the same limit space. In such a system projections from the limit space need not be (near) homeomorphisms, but are always refinable maps.
Approximate and almost commutative systems
We quote from [5] the two basic definitions.
Definition 1. An approximate inverse system of metric compacta X = (X,, E,, paas, A) consists of the following: A directed ordered set (A, s); for each a E A, a compact metric space X, with metric d and a real number E, > 0; for each pair a s a' from A, a mapping pacl9 : X,. + X,, satisfying the following conditions: 
(A3) (Va E A)('G'T >0)(3a'a u)(Va"a a')(Vx, X'E X,..) d(x,x')~s,,.Jd(p,,,,(x),p,,.,(x'))~ 7.
We refer to the numbers F, as the meshes of the approximate system X Often we will assume that A is cofinite, i.e., every element a'~ A has only a finite number of predecessors a c a'. This number is denoted by Ia'1 3 1. If n= : HIalA X, --, X,, a E A, denote projections, we define the limit space X = lim X and the natural projections p. : X -+ X, as follows.
Definition 2.
A point x = (xu) E nTaiA X, belongs to X = lim X, X = (X,, a,, poaS, A),
provided, for every a E A, (L) x, = lim paa,(x,,). a,
The projections pa : X +X, are given by pa = TV IX. Note that the numbers .s, appear only in conditions (Al) and (A3). Their choice is delicate, because (Al) prevents them from being too small and (A3) (related to uniform continuity) prevents them from being too large. The next definition introduces a related new concept, where the meshes e, do not make up a part of the structure.
Definition 3. An almost commutative system X = (X,, paa,, A) consists of a directed set (A, c), metric compacta X, and maps pna, such that it is possible to associate with each a E A an F, > 0 so as to obtain an approximate system as in Definition 1.
Since Definition 2 does not depend on the meshes .sa, it applies with no changes also to almost commutative systems. Almost commutative systems retain many nice properties of usual (commutative) inverse systems, but are general enough so as to allow expansion theorems, which are false in the case of usual systems. We now quote (as propositions) several results from [S] and [7] . We state them for almost commutative systems.
Proposition 1. Every (commutative) inverse system X = (X,, paaS, A) of metric compuctu over a cojinite set A is also an almost commutative system and the limit X, in the sense of Definition 2, coincides with the inverse limit in the usual sense (see [5, Remark 21 ).
Proposition2.

ZfX=(X,,p,,.,
A) is an almost commutative inverse system and B G A is a cofinul subset, then the restriction Y = (X,,, pbb., B) is also an almost commutative system and the projection rjarA X, + nhtB Xt, induces a homeomorphism of the limit spaces (see [7, Proposition 21 ).
In particular, if A is finite and a, E A is its maximal element, then the limit X of X coincides with X,. This is why we often tacitly assume that A is infinite. It was shown in [5, Theorem 51 that every compact Hausdorff space X with dim X < n is the limit of an almost commutative system X = (X,, pan,, A), where all X, are polyhedra of dimension dim X, s n. An analogous result for p-like continua was obtained in [7, Theorem 31. Analogous results for commutative systems are false.
In this paper we establish another property of almost commutative systems, not possessed by commutative systems. This is their stability, i.e., the property that sufficiently small perturbations of the bonding maps of an almost commutative system yield again an almost commutative system with the same limit space (see Section 4, Theorem 2). We also consider almost commutative systems whose bonding maps are near homeomorphisms. The limit space X of such a system X is also obtainable as the limit of an almost commutative system whose bonding maps are homeomorphisms (Section 5, Theorem 4). This does not imply that X is homeomorphic with the members X, of X. However, we show (Section 5, Theorem 5) that the natural projections pu : X + X, are refinable maps.
Contiguous approximate systems
In this section we show that nearby approximate systems have homeomorphic limits. We refer to approximate systems X and X' satisfying (2.1) as contiguous systems.
Proof. We will first show that, for any a E A, ( pau,pL,, a, 2 a) is a Cauchy net.
For a given n > 0 choose a'~ u such that (A2) and (A3) hold for X and in. We claim that a,, a, 3 a' implies We now claim that for every u E A and r] > 0 there is an a's a such that for any a, 2 a' and show that they induce a mapping g: X + X', which satisfies
This is done just as in the case of the mappings fa and J To complete the proof it suffices to show that gf= lx, and fg = lx. We first show that
We apply (A3) to X' and 7 = E, to obtain a'> a. Then (2.19), applied to any a, 2 a', yields Passing to the limit with a,, taking into account Proposition 4 (applied to X'), we see that (2.28) yields (2.27).
The proof that fg = lx is analogous. 0 
(2.33)
We prove (2.33) by induction on j -i. In the case j -i = 1, (2.33) follows from (2.31). 
Forj-i>l,
Increasing the meshes in an approximate system
We will now establish a technical lemma to the effect that in an approximate system X = (X,, s,, P~~,, A) one can slightly increase the meshes E, and still have an approximate system. Clearly, E,, is compact and, therefore, the set d,,,( E,,) has a maximum maa, =
max(d,,,(E,,)).
If Iall 2 1 denotes the number of predecessors of a,, then maa, + 1/2'"1'> maa,, and therefore, there is a neighborhood U of E,, in X,, XX,, such that (x, x') E U+dd,,,(x, x') < maa,+ l/2'",'. Indeed, if one assumes that this is not the case, then one can find two convergent sequences x,, XL E X,, such that d(x,, XL) G E,, + l/n, but (x,, xl) E (X,, xX,,)\ U. Clearly, the limits x = lim x,, x' = lim XL satisfy d (x, x') S E,, , i.e., (x, x') E E,, c U and (x, x') E (Xal x Xal)\ U, which is a contradiction.
Using the fact that A is cofinite, we now define E;, by &b, =min{sb,,:
a<a,}, a,EA. It follows from (3.5), (3.4), (3.3) and (3.1) that EL, > E,, and for any a <a,,
We will now show that X1=(X,, ab,paa,, A) is also an approximate system.
Property (Al) holds because E,, < ebl. Property (A2) holds because it does not involve any meshes.
In order to establish (A3), for a given a E A and n >O choose ~'3 a so as to satisfy (A3) for X and $7. Moreover, let a' be so large that l/2'"" G fn. < maa"+ l/2'"" < 77, a"3 a'.
Finally, note that the definition of the limit and the natural projections do not depend on the meshes.
The stability theorem
The following is the main result of this paper.
Theorem 2. Let X = (X,, paaS, A) be an almost commutative system of metric compuctu over a cojinite directed set A. Then there exist numbers S,,,, > 0, a, < u2, such that for any choice of maps phlaz: X0,+X,, , such that d(ph,,,, paIaz)s kz,,,, u, -C
X' = (Xl, Pb,,, A) is also an almost commutative system. Moreover, the 1imitsX = lim X and X' = lim X' coincide, X' = X, and so do the natural projections ph = pa : X + X,, a E A.
Proof. Since X is an almost commutative system, there exist numbers E, > 0, a E A, such that X=(X,, e,,paaV, A) is an approximate system. By Lemma 1, there exist numbers EL > E,, a E A, such that X*=(X,, eh,poaS, A) is also an approximate system with limit X and projections pa: X + X,. To satisfy (4.3), one uses uniform continuity of the maps pllu, and the fact that a, has only finitely many predecessors a.
We will now show that, for any choice of maps p&0*: X,,+ X,, satisfying (4.1), X'= (X=, &b, PL, A) is an approximate system. We first prove (Al) for X', i.e., we show that, for any a, < a,< a3, one has d(Pb,,,Ph,,,, P&J =S &bl. In order to prove (A3) for X', for given a E A and n > 0 choose a"-a such that (A3) holds for fn and X". Moreover, let l/2'"" S 47.
(4.17)
We claim that a"2 a' and d(x, x') s FL., implies We are now able to apply Theorem 1 to X" and X'. We obtain a homeomorphism f: X'+ X satisfying
(4.23)
We will show that, actually paf=pb, aEA. Recall that pa = rrUIX and P; = r,lX'. Therefore, (4.24) becomes
Since (4.31) holds for all a E A, we conclude thatf(x') =x', for all X'E X'. However, f(x') E X, which proves that X'E X' implies X'E X, i.e., X'E X. In the same way, using the inverse g = f -': X -+ X', one can show that X G X'. Consequently, X' = X and pk = pa=n-ajX,a~A. q Remark 2. Theorem 2 applies also to commutative systems X. However, the obtained system X', in general, is only almost commutative. the limit X' of the sequence X'= (Xi, pi,,,) coincides with or is homeomorphic to X = lim X. However, this is false as demonstrated by the following simple example. Example 1. Let S' = {z E C: /zI = l} be the unit sphere having the point 1 as its base-point. Let Z = vy='=, S, be the Hawaiian earring, i.e., the wedge of a sequence of copies S, of S'. We view Z as embedded in fly==, S, and endow it with the usual product metric.
Let X, = Z and let each pi ;+,: Xi+, -Xi be the identity mapping lz. Then X= (X,, pi,+,) is an inverse sequence of metric compacta with limit X = Z.
We will now show that for any sequence of numbers w, > 0 one can choose maps pii+,: X,+,-X,, such that (4.32) holds, but X'=limX', X'= (X,,pi,+,), is not homeomorphic to X. It suffices to prove the assertion under the additional assumption that w, 2 w2 2 . . . . For each i choose an integer nj so large that diam S,, d +w,.
(4.33)
One can assume that n, > n, > . . . We now define maps pi,+,: Z + Z by putting here +i maps S,,,, to S,,, and is given by 4i( t) = t*. Note that (4.32) holds. Indeed, if xESj,j#ni+,, NOW put Yi = S,,, G 2 and note that Y = (Yi, pii+,) is an inverse sequence whose limit Y is the dyadic solenoid, because pi i+ll y+l = $i: S' -+ S', +i( t) = t*. It is well known that the solenoid Y does not embed in the plane (and is not locally connected). Since X' = lim X' contains Y, it does not embed in the plane (and is not hereditarily locally connected).
On the other hand, the Hawaiian earring is a planar continuum (and is hereditarily locally connected). Therefore, X and X' cannot be homeomorphic.
Approximate systems of near homeomorphisms
For compact metric spaces X', X" let Map( X', X") denote the space of continuous maps f: X'+ X" with the metric d( f; g) = sup(d( f(x), g(x))). The following result is a consequence of Theorem 2. Proof. By Corollary 1, it suffices to define numbers &i > 0 and maps pi i+, E M, such that (2.29)-(2.31) hold. This is done by induction on i. Assume that we have already defined Ed, . . . , Ed and pi i+, , i S k -1. Since pkk+l E Cl( Mk), there exists a mapping Remark 6. In contradistinction to the case of a sequence (see Corollary 3), in Theorem 4 one cannot assert that the limit space X is homeomorphic to the spaces X,. Namely, it is easy to define cotinite inverse systems of metric compacta X,, whose bonding maps are near homeomorphisms, but X = lim X is a nonmetrizable space and therefore, it cannot be homeomorphic to any of the terms X,. We now describe such an example. Example 2 shows that it is not possible to find numbers S,,,> 0, a < a', with the following property: If X'= (X,, pb,,, A) is a commutative system and d ( pb12., p,,.) s 6 UCZ', then the limits X' = lim X' and X = lim X are homeomorphic spaces.
Remark9. IfX = (X,, paaS, A) is an almost commutative system all of whose bonding maps are homeomorphisms, one cannot conclude that the projections pril: X + X, are homeomorphisms or near homeomorphisms. Indeed, assume that this is the case and consider X from Example 2. Then Theorem 4 yields an approximate system X' with homeomorphisms as bonding mappings and X' = X. The assumption would imply that X =X,, which is not the case.
To obtain a positive result on approximate systems having homeomorphisms as bonding maps, we need an extension of the definition of a refinable map, originally defined for maps between metric compacta [3] (see [4] ).
Definition 5.
Let f: X+ Y be a mapping between compact Hausdorff spaces. We say that f is refinable provided it is onto and for arbitrary open coverings % of X and 7f of Y there is an onto mapping g: X + Y such that g is a Q-mapping (i.e., sets g-'(v), y E Y, refine %) and the maps f and g are V-near (i.e., sets tf(x),s(x)l,xEX, refine vlr).
Our notion of refinable map applies also to maps between a non-metric and a metric compact space. Note that maps, which are near homeomorphisms, are refinable. 
